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Statue of Liberty (New York City, United States)

"Statue of Liberty (2)" by Dorset Photographic is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

"usa09_030809_0533-1" by mariano medda is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Eiffel Tower (Paris, France)

“Eiffel Tower” by atheism is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Big Ben (London, England)

"Big Ben" by SuperGLS is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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The Sphinx (Al Giza Desert, Egypt)

"Egypt Giza Jul 09 117" by jsfiveash is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

"Sphinx" by Bobbytee is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Tower of Pisa (Pisa, Italy)

"Leaning Tower of Pisa" by Rick Payette is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

"Leaning Tower of Pisa" by Mal B is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0
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The Parthenon (Athens, Greece)

"Parthenon" by jscatty is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0

"Parthenon" by jscatty is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0
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Basilica of Saint Basil (Moscow, Russia)

"St. Basil's Cathedral" by jarrywkoester is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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Taj Mahal (Agra, India)

"DSC_0108" by aidan casey is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0

"Taj Mahal" by ndj5 is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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The Great Wall (China)

"Great Wall" by MDelli is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

"Great Wall" by MDelli is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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Mount Rushmore (Keystone, South Dakota)

"wildwest trip 023" by suzanne_taylor99 is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0